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Finally, when kangmobei opens the door, Bai nianxi struggles to get up from the
ground and rushes into kangmobei's room.

Conmobei raised her sharp eyebrows. It was the girl again.

"What are you doing?"

"Return, return the clothes." Bai nianxi said that he was panting.

Kangmo North glanced at the clothes in Bai nianxi's arms and said coldly, "no, you
go."

Seeing that Bai nianxi was paralyzed at the door and didn't go, he couldn't close the
door. He twisted his eyebrows and said, "don't you go yet?"

Bai nianxi shakes his head.

"I don't like to say it a second time," he said

Bai nianxi sips her mouth. She really doesn't want to die before she gets out of school.

What's more, she couldn't swallow her breath when she thought of the way that she
looked down upon her. Her cramped leg hasn't recovered yet. Now she can only sit on
her knees at the door and can't get in or go out.

Kangmo North convergence eyebrows, toward the white nianxi stretched out a foot,
want to kick her out, unexpectedly white nianxi backhand hugged Kangmo North leg.

"What are you doing?" There was anger in his words.

Bai nianxi raised his head, looked into Kang Mobei's eyes, gritted his teeth and said,
"sleep You... "

……



Just as the atmosphere became stiff, there seemed to be a sound coming from the inner
room.

The momentum of commo North suddenly shrinks, the room is occupied!

"Let go!" This sentence is deep and serious, and the gloomy coldness in it makes Bai
nianxi unconsciously release his hand.

Kangmo North no longer tube Bai nianxi, step to the inner room.

Sure enough, when conmobei walked into the inner room, he saw a woman almost
naked in the room.

When the woman saw kangmobei, her eyes suddenly brightened, her face was bashful,
but her mouth was coquettish and she called out: "President Kang ~"

kangmobei's eyebrows were tight, and her whole body was cold. She stretched out her
hand to pull off the quilt on the bed and threw it at the woman, which covered her
body tightly.

There was an obvious anger in his voice. "Say, who sent you!"

"President Kang ~"

a woman obviously doesn't intend to say that she has a coquettish daughter mood in
her eyes. As long as she looks like this, a man can't help it, can't she?

What's more

Kang Mo Bei coagulates his eyes, which emit sharp light. At that time, a warm current
from his lower abdomen converges.

There's something wrong with this feeling.

He was drugged!

It should be the wine on the dinner table in the evening. Since it was drugged, this
woman should also be sent by those people.

Think like this, the anger and cold light in the North eye of Kang Mo is more even,
seek to die!

The feeling of lower abdomen became more and more intense, and the sweat began to
seep from conmobei's forehead. His hands unconsciously clenched into fists and



squeezed more and more tightly.

Seeing this picture, the woman on the bed knew that it was the drug effect that started
to attack. She slowly took off the quilt and crawled to the bed.

When his hand was about to touch kangmobei, kangmobei suddenly leaned down, and
the woman said, "Kang..."

Before he finished speaking, his neck had been tightly pinched in his hand by Kang
Mobei. Kang Mobei's strength was very strong. At the moment, it seemed that as long
as he exerted a little more force, he could pinch off a woman's neck.

Gently spit out a word, "roll."

And he said, "or die."

The woman couldn't stand it any more. She ran out with tears in her eyes at the
moment when she let go.

Bai nianxi is trembling to put the medicine into the water cup of kangmobei. He sees a
woman suddenly running out and shaking violently. The powder in her hand is also
shaking outside the water cup.

Then, conmobei came out with a cold face.

Look at Bai nianxi, and her hands, which are putting medicine into his water cup.

Bai nianxi felt that she was going to die. She was caught at such an important moment.

The eye of Kang Mo North suddenly one coagulates, stride to come over, cold way:
"what are you doing!"

Didn't you see it all? Take the medicine.

Bai nianxi was silent and didn't speak. The anger in kangmobei's heart was even worse.
What's worse, a stream of heat was rushing in his body, as if he was going to rush out
the next moment.

There was a thin layer of sweat oozing from conmobei's forehead. It was shining in the
light, and he was suffering from pain.

When he spoke again, his voice was very dumb. "Do you want to climb my bed, too?"

Although the words are hard to hear, Bai nianxi can't deny it. It means this.



Kang Mobei's body exudes a strong smell of male hormones. He is overbearing and
sneaks into Bai nianxi's nose. Kang Mobei's eyes, Yin, and Full of lust.

Danger.

Bai nianxi is afraid.

He turned to run, but he was pulled into his arms by kangmobei at the next moment.
Kangmobei's hot breath sprayed on Bai nianxi's ears. His voice was low and charming,
with a sense of repression and forbearance."Well, I'll satisfy you."

Said, hot lips will kiss down.

Bai nianxi is in a panic. Although she is psychologically prepared before she comes, it
is obvious that at the moment, her psychological preparation is not enough.

She is just an unconscious 18-year-old girl, in the face of men, or can not help but fear.

But conmobei didn't give her a chance at all. He turned over and pressed her under his
body, tore open her clothes and kissed her.

She trembled, screamed, and Commodore choked her mouth again. Her big hands
swam around in other sensitive places, fanning the flames.

Want to run now? It's too late.

Since he was five years old, he has never been in close contact with women, let alone
sleeping women.

This is also his first time, without any experience, only the original impulse in his
body, but after a long time, he rushed in.

Under the body tears like pain, Bai nianxi a exclamation, she shouts the pain, the
syllable is all swallowed by Kang Mobei.

If a man suddenly indulges himself after being restrained for too long, the degree of
his indulgence must be uncontrollable.

After a short period of calming down, the dry heat in the body comes again, and
kangmobei pulls Bai nianxi under him again. After having the first experience,
kangmobei is obviously familiar with many things.

Under the body's movement, also slowly gentleness many, looked to the white reads



the night the eye, no longer only then one indifference.

Is it lust? Why does he suddenly feel that this girl is so beautiful?

Or this taste, originally so wonderful?

One night later, conmobei didn't know how many times. The next day, when Bai
nianxi woke up, his back was aching.

On the whole body, there are traces left by conmber.

Overnight, komobi changed Bai nianxi from a girl to a woman.

Bai nianxi resists his discomfort and gets up from bed. He wants to find kangmobei,
but finds that kangmobei is no longer in the room.

You're kidding!

If conmbe disappeared from now on, her sleep would not be in vain!
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